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Abstract—We report on a controlled user study comparing three visualization environments for common 3D exploration. Our environments differ in how they exploit natural human perception and interaction capabilities. We compare an augmented-reality head-mounted display (Microsoft HoloLens), a handheld tablet, and a desktop setup. The novel head-mounted HoloLens display projects stereoscopic images of virtual content into a user’s real world and allows for interaction in-situ at the spatial position of the 3D hologram. The tablet is able to interact with 3D content through touch, spatial positioning, and tangible markers, however, 3D content is still presented on a 2D surface. Our hypothesis is that visualization environments that match human perceptual and interaction capabilities better to the task at hand improve understanding of 3D visualizations. To better understand the space of display and interaction modalities in visualization environments, we first propose a classification based on three dimensions: perception, interaction, and the spatial and cognitive proximity of the two. Each technique in our study is located at a different position along these three dimensions. We asked 15 participants to perform four tasks, each task having different levels of difficulty for both spatial perception and degrees of freedom for interaction. Our results show that each of the tested environments is more effective for certain tasks, but that generally the desktop environment is still fastest and most precise in almost all cases.

Index Terms—Augmented Reality, 3D Interaction, User Study, Immersive Displays

1 INTRODUCTION

Driven by new display and interaction technologies, information visualization is rapidly expanding beyond applications for traditional desktop environments. Technologies such as virtual and augmented reality, tangible interfaces, and immersive displays offer more natural ways in which people perceive and interact with data by leveraging their capabilities for perception and interaction with the real world. For example, tangible interfaces provide higher degrees-of-freedom (DOF) in interaction, stereoscopic displays can provide a sense of depth, and augmented reality can connect virtual content to real-world objects and create strong affordances for interaction. This raises questions with respect to the benefit of natural interfaces for understanding and interactive exploration of data visualizations (e.g., [33, 35, 56]).

The traditional desktop environment, composed of 2D screens, mouse, and keyboard, is often criticized as being less effective for tasks concerned with visualization of 3-dimensional (3D) content [50]. However, 3D visualizations of both spatial and abstract data can be desired where two-dimensional projections and representations fall short (e.g., multi-dimensional scaling). Consequently, research in augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) and HCI has contributed a variety of studies and techniques targeting 3D visualization and interaction. These studies have reported many insights in the respective conditions, suggesting general benefits of novel technologies (e.g., [10, 34, 63]). However, for visualization the question remains how efficient is direct tangible interaction with virtual 3D holograms in the real world? as well as how effective is current technology for such?

In this paper, we focus on visualization environments composed of immersive and stereoscopic augmented-reality combined with tangible input through fiducial paper marker tracking, called tangible AR [12]. Immersive head-mounted AR displays, such as Meta [3] or the Microsoft HoloLens [2], project stable stereoscopic projections (holograms) that can be placed at deliberate positions in the user’s natural environment. In addition to allowing people to directly interact with the visualization in the same space where the holographic presentation is perceived, people can freely walk around the hologram and can even “park” holographic visualizations in their environment for later use. We believe this scenario offers a wide range of novel applications and designs with the goal of improving humans’ understanding of data.

As devices for immersive and tangible AR have reached an ever higher level of maturity, we expect that the number of visualization applications for these devices will increase in the future. Therefore, the
purpose of our study is to provide researchers and practitioners with some initial evidence about how visualization environments for immersive tangible AR (HoloLens with tangible markers, ImmersiveAR) and traditional AR on a handheld tablet (TabletAR) compare to the traditional desktop environment (Desktop).

To that end, we focus on three of the most prominent aspects of visualization and interactions investigated in their combined effects: (i) stereoscopic perception, (ii) degrees of freedom for interaction, and (iii) proximity of the respective physical spaces for perception and interaction [49]. In each environment, we investigate four representative visualization and interaction tasks that vary in the degree to which they rely on perception and interaction: (1) estimate spatial distance between points, (2) count clusters, (3) select visual elements, and (4) orient a cutting plane (Fig. 1). As for the visualization, we chose to study 3D point clouds as they are similar to a variety of 3D visualizations (e.g., 3D scatterplots, space-time cubes), their respective visual patterns (e.g., clusters, outliers, trends, density), as well as common visualization challenges in 3D (e.g., occlusion, perspective distortion).

Our results show good performance for immersive tangible AR for tasks that can be solved through spatial perception and interactions with a high degree of freedom. We also observed a slight improvement in performance due to training for the ImmersiveAR environment over several days. However, overall the desktop environment offered superior precision, speed, and familiarity across most tasks. One possible interpretation of these results is to strive for a tighter integration of different visualization environments in order to support a wider range of tasks and interactions. While technical performance and precision of immersive technologies, such as the HoloLens, will likely improve over the next years, our results point to general trends and current drawbacks and serve as a timely reference point.

2 Related Work

3D visualizations have been found useful for inherently spatial data in many applications in biomedicine, science, and engineering. Using 3D visualizations for displaying abstract data has historically been a controversial topic [34,50] but some exploration tasks for high-dimensional data have been found to increase cognitive effort if only sets of 2D projections were provided [53,61]. Overall, the landscape of scientific and abstract 3D visualizations is very rich [13] including 3D scatterplots [1,22,40], 3D multi-dimensional scalings (MDS) [39,40], and space-time cubes [8,28].

Perception of 3D visualizations

The effectiveness of 3D visualizations has been extensively evaluated on different display technologies such as 2D (monoscopic) displays [48,59], stereo-displays [5,62], stereo-displays with head-tracking [16], data physicalizations [34], and immersive virtual reality environments [23,63]. Two surveys [41,42] of studies from different domains conclude that 3D stereoscopic displays increase task performance by 60% on average. For example, understanding relative positions was found to be better supported on 2D screens, while shape understanding is supported better by respective 3D projections (on 2D screens). Also, 3D visualizations have been found most useful for classification tasks, and in cases where manipulation (interaction) was required. On the other hand, 25% of the reviewed studies found no benefit of 3D stereoscopic displays over 2D projections and suggest that kinetic depth (i.e., a 3D impression through motion-parallax) is more important for stereoscopic perception [60] than actual stereovision. That means that movement, e.g., through rotation of a 3D visualization on a screen, is enough to improve the perception of a 3D model.

Interaction with 3D Visualizations

Interaction is required in cases where visualizations become dense and for tasks requiring a lot of exploration. Interactive exploration for 3D visualization can include camera rotation, visual-access lenses [20], the placement of cutting planes [15,24], as well as selection [65] and brushing [54]. Due to its higher spatial dimensionality, interaction with 3D content may require higher degrees of freedom (DOF) for view and visualization manipulation (i.e., along the three spatial dimensions and three spatial angles).

Mid-air gesture interaction [17] and tangible user interfaces (TUIs) [26,30] are examples that both provide higher DOFs for interaction. Furthermore, through sensing the position of one’s limbs through interaction (proprioception) these interfaces can provide information about space, positions, and distances [47]. In addition to gesture interactions [17], TUIs employ physical objects and allow a 1-to-1 mapping of physical interaction devices and virtual objects.

TUIs also allow control of multiple DOF simultaneously [66] and have been found to be more effective for interaction with 3D content compared to touch interaction on a tablet or a mouse [11,43]. For example, Hinckley explored tangible cutting planes that a user could move freely in space and whose rotation and position would be propagated to the visualization system on a screen [29]. Jackson presented a tangible interface for querying vectors in 3D vector fields [32] and Cordeil et al. [18] list further examples of tangible interfaces for 3D visualization. These examples include sophisticated technical devices such as dynamic tangible and physical barcharts [57], a Cubic Mouse for pointing tasks in 3D space [27], and Paper Lenses for exploring volume data through a spatially tracked sheet of cardboard and subsequent projection of virtual content onto the cardboard’s surface [52].

In general, drawbacks of TUIs are fatigue and the need for extra physical objects [11], as well as the possible lack of coordination [66]. Moreover, TUIs coupled with 2D screens do not mean an automatic improvement in task efficiency. Besançon et al. [11] evaluated the efficiency for three interaction modalities on monoscopic screens: mouse, touch, and a tangible device for 3D docking tasks (rotation, translation, scaling of objects) and found that precise and well-known interaction with a mouse is outperforming TUIs. However, their study did not include any 3D visualization-specific exploration tasks.

One general problem of using TUIs in the context of 3D visualization may be the relative spatial distance between perceived interaction (i.e., fingers on the device) and the perceived output (i.e., visualization on the screen); in other words, the distance between the interaction space and the perception space may be too large [25,49].

Augmented Reality for Interactive Visualization

Augmented reality means the blending of virtual content into the real world [46] and has been used to couple tangible interfaces with virtual projections. Tangible AR [12] combines AR displays with tangible input modalities, most commonly based on vision-based fiducial marker tracking [67]. Fiducial markers are visual patterns, typically printed on paper, whose 3D position and orientation with respect to a camera are easily detected and tracked via vision-based techniques (e.g., [4]).

For displaying data in augmented reality, 3D scatterplots [21,44] and 3D graphs [51] have been implemented using fiducial markers for visualization placement and pointing. Tangible markers have also been used to simulate specialized tools, e.g., a virtual cutting plane that allows neurologists to explore 3D representations of the brain [58] and have been found faster than mouse and touch interaction [31]. While allowing for a high DOF and technically direct interaction with virtual content, in all these cases the virtual content is shown on the tablet screen while the interaction happens “behind” the screen, requiring cognitive mapping between interaction and perception [49].

Immersive Environments for Interactive Visualization

Immersion, such as through virtual reality, eventually is able to close the gap between perception and interaction space. While the sole effect of immersion, i.e., being surrounded by virtual content through a large field of view, has been both found useful [9,23] and questioned [43], environments that immerse the user into a virtual world are able to fully integrate action and perception space. Immersive environments have been extensively used to visualize 3D content, e.g., for 3D network visualization [19]. Interaction in virtual reality is often difficult, as real world objects (e.g., the users’ hands) either need to be shown as video-overlays or re-modeled as completely virtual content [23,45,64]. AR, on the other hand, does not suffer from the missing visual feedback.

Headmounted displays for AR, such as the Microsoft HoloLens [2] or Meta [3], combine the best of both worlds: immersive stereoscopy as in VR and access to the real world, including desktop computers,
We are interested in the benefits of an immersed tangible experience on a tablet or mobile phone. This allows markers to become tangible tools and enables a high degree of freedom for interactions compared to a desktop environment equipped with a mouse and keyboard. Given the right tracking technology, this enables users to "touch" the data by reaching with their hand inside the hologram. Given the right tracking technology, this allows direct manipulation of the hologram. In order to perform the same manipulations in a desktop environment, the user is constrained to mouse movement in two directions, while coordinating the movement of the mouse cursor on the screen with the movement of the hand approximately half a meter away from the screen.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics and parameters of the three visualization environments in our study.

### Study Rationale
We are interested in the benefits of an immersed tangible experience with 3D visualizations which promise to better match how humans perceive and interact with the real world. To that end we compare the HoloLens with tangible input (immersive tangible AR) to other visualization environments. While there are many conceptual and technical differences across visualization environments (e.g., resolution, field-of-view/screen size, physicality), we focus on the following three main aspects: 3D perception (perception), high-degrees-of-freedom for tangible interaction (interaction), and the spatial proximity of perception and interaction (embodiment). These aspects represent characteristics that we consider to have a major influence on task performance for 3D visualization. Figure 2 shows each aspect as a dimension ranging from low to high and locates the respective visualization environments that we tested: traditional desktop, and tangible AR with HoloLens and tablet.

**Stereoscopy (perception):** The HoloLens enables a stable perception of a stereoscopic image. Users can freely move the hologram or move themselves around the hologram. Hence the ability to perceive 3D content is higher than with a desktop environment or tablet which provide only a flat screen without a stereoscopic image.

**Degrees-of-freedom (interaction):** The HoloLens allows the tracking of position and orientation of tangible fiducial markers, similar to AR on a tablet or mobile phone. This allows markers to become tangible tools and enables a high degree of freedom for interaction compared to a desktop environment equipped with mouse and keyboard.

**Proximity (embodiment):** Proximity means the extent to which interaction movements and interaction effects (rotation, movement, selection, etc.) are collocated and coordinated visually and in space [18]. The HoloLens allows users to "touch" the data by reaching with their hand inside the hologram. Given the right tracking technology, this allows direct manipulation of the hologram. In order to perform the same manipulations in a desktop environment, the user is constrained to mouse movement in two directions, while coordinating the movement of the mouse cursor on the screen with the movement of the hand approximately half a meter away from the screen.

For example, we could have chosen to use a 3D monitor in the desktop environment, improving the user’s ability to perceive 3D content. Alternatively, we could have used tangible interaction on a 2D screen.

In order to keep conditions low for a study, we decided to include augmented reality on a tablet with tangible markers as a third common visualization environment besides the HoloLens and the traditional desktop. A user perceives the visualization on the tablet while the visualization is placed onto a fiducial marker that is filmed by the tablet’s camera. The tablet provides monoscopic perception and the same high DOF as in our HoloLens environment when manipulating the marker. In addition, touch-screen input allows one to select elements on the screen. Spatial proximity for the tablet environment is higher than for the desktop as people perceive their interaction in the perception space (the screen). A detailed description of the exact study conditions follows in the next section.

### Study Design
We now explain the technical details of our three chosen visualization environments and describe tasks, hypotheses, and procedures of our controlled user study.

#### 4.1 Environments
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics and parameters of the three visualization environments in our study.

**Desktop, keyboard, and mouse (Desktop):** Our desktop environment (Fig. 3, left) consisted of a standard 22-inch monitor with a maximal resolution of 2560×1600. We adjusted the size of the actual visualization (10.8\”) to match it across environments. Participants used a standard mouse and required only the left mouse button for interaction. The display showed a perspective projection of the visualization that
could be rotated by dragging the mouse. We describe task-dependent mouse interactions in Sect. 4.3. Participants sat at a normal desk under the same lighting conditions as in the other conditions.

**Tablet and markers (TabletAR):** This environment (Fig. 3, center) featured a handheld tablet (Microsoft Surface 3) with a maximal resolution of 1920×1280 and a 10.8” 2D display. The tablet display showed the real-time video stream of the 8-Megapixel rear camera, filming a 9cm × 9cm cardboard with fiducial markers, used to render the visualization. Moving and rotating the cardboard propagated these interactions to the visualization. Markers were tracked using the Vuforia toolkit [4] and their recommended marker patterns. For other task-dependent interactions, e.g., element selection or cutting plane position, participants used special markers glued onto cardboard and representing tangible interaction tools (Sect. 4.3). In this setup, the visualization, user’s hands, and tools, appeared to be behind the tablet. The built-in stand of the tablet allowed for bi-manual manipulation of the interaction tools.

Participants were seated at a table but were free to stand up and move if they preferred. We decided against requiring participants to strictly stay seated during the study and instead recorded the preferred user strategies (sitting, standing, moving around, etc.) for each task.

**Hololens and markers (ImmersiveAR):** This environment (Fig. 3, right) consisted of Microsoft’s Hololens for binocular display of the visualization and the same tangible marker tools as in the TabletAR environment. For triggering and menu interaction, participants used the Hololens clicker, which they held comfortably in their dominant hand together with the interaction tool. The clicker has a flexible strap so that it can be worn on any finger, allowing participants to grip and hold other tools. The Hololens shows the content on two high-definition (1268×720) see-through displays and weighs about 579 grams, according to Microsoft’s website. It is equipped with inertial measurement units, tracking cameras, stereo microphones, and one HD color camera on the front that we used for marker tracking. The Hololens continuously tracks its environment and updating the environmental mesh. This helps in keeping holograms extremely stable in place and allowed participants to walk around the holograms. Similar to the TabletAR condition, users could sit at a table or stand up and lock the hologram anywhere in mid-air in the room.

Across all environments we controlled for the actual size and resolution of the visualization. On the desktop the application window was set to have the same size (10.8 inches) as the tablet and all environments showed the visualization in the same resolution (1268×720).

**Point Distance (distance): Which of the point pairs is closer to each other: the red pair or the yellow pair?** The visualization showed randomly distributed points, colored light-gray, except for two pairs: a first pair was colored red, and the other one was colored yellow (Fig. 4(a)). The point cloud was dense yet sparse enough to prevent any interactions except changing the viewing direction being required. Participants had to rotate the visualization by dragging the mouse (Desktop), by rotating a tangible marker or by walking around the visualization (TabletAR, ImmerseAR). The answer menu presented the user with two choices: red or yellow.

This distance task is representative for a variety of tasks related to visualization in 3D space. The proper perception of spatial relations is essential to the effectiveness of any 3D visualization, including the spotting of outliers and clusters. A variation of this task, requiring distance estimation in 3D space has been studied in cave VR environments [23] and for 2D displays [48].

The data for this task consisted of randomly generated points on a regular grid of 30×30×30 possible discrete positions (the size of the visualization remained 10×10×10 cm). We used a point density of 1.5% (135 points). Out of these points, two pairs of points were randomly selected such that the spatial (Euclidean) distance between the first pair of points was 20% shorter than the distance between the second pair. The color assignment (red or yellow) of the two pairs was randomized. In a pilot study, we tried different distance differentials, including 10% and 50%. However, we found 10% difference caused too much effort for participants and was too error-prone, while 50% distance was too easy. Error for this task was binary and indicated if participants had found the correct pair.

**Cluster Estimation (clusters): What is the minimum number of clusters that you can count when looking from all three orthogonal viewing directions?** The visualization contained a set of gray points that formed sets of 3 to 7 point clusters, plus random noise (Fig. 5(a)). Participants saw data sets with 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 clusters. Clusters were positioned in a way such that when the visualization was viewed...
from different orthogonal directions, different numbers of clusters overlapped and were perceived as a single cluster (Fig. 5). Participants had to view the data from three orthogonal directions, e.g., by rotating the visualization (via mouse drags or marker rotation) or physically moving around it. We visualized the wire-frame of the data bounding box to provide cues for the orthogonal viewing directions. The answer menu asked the user to select a number between 3 and 7. This task is representative of other tasks that require the inspection of projections in a 3D visualization. Information gleaned from these projections may include trends, outliers, and clusters.

Our data consisted of point clusters and points used as background noise. The noise points were randomly placed within a regular 30×30×30 grid (the size of the visualization remained 10×10×10 cm) with 0.25% density (approx. 67 points). Cluster count and cluster centroid positions were manually set to be evenly distributed and to provide the respective overlap-conditions required for this task. Placement of the 30 points per cluster were based on a random Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 2. We performed pilot tests with smaller clusters and different noise parameters before arriving at these parameters. Error for this task was binary and indicated if participants had found the correct answer.

**Point Selection (selection):** Select all red points as fast as you can. Selected points turn blue. The visualization showed randomly distributed points and 4 red target points (Fig. 4(b)). The density of the points was selected such that in some cases the red points were hidden, thus requiring participants to rotate the visualization in order to see them. For the Desktop, selection required point and click interaction, while for the TabletAR, selection required 2D touch interaction. We used the closest selected cube under the cursor and finger as selected item, respectively (2 DOF). For ImmersiveAR, selection required moving a marker in 3D space and placing a 3D pointer (3 DOF). The upper left corner of the selection marker served as a cursor and was marked with a small purple sphere (Fig. 1(c)). The clicker served as trigger.

Data consisted of random points in a 20×20×20 regular grid (the size of the visualization remained 10×10×10 cm) with 10% point density. The 4 target points were randomly selected from this set of points. In a pilot study we tried several point density settings, ranging from very sparse (1%) to very dense (50%) and found that 10% strikes a good balance between the points being too sparse so that no rotation is needed, and too dense so that it is impossible to find the red points in some cases. Error for this task is the number of clicks that did not select a target point.

**Cutting Plane (cuttingplane):** Place the cutting plane so that it touches all three clusters of red points. Points in the cluster touched by the cutting plane turn blue. The visualization showed noise points and 3 clusters of red points randomly positioned inside the visualization space. The wire frame of the data bounding box was provided for additional spatial cues. For the Desktop, the cutting plane was shown as a semi-transparent plane (Fig. 6) controlled by mouse interaction. After trying different interactions we decided on the following 3-DOF approach: dragging the mouse on the plane surface translates the plane along its normal; dragging the mouse on a plane corner (shown as yellow points) rotates the plane with respect to the axis defined by the two-neighboring corners. Participants initiated the trigger once they were satisfied with their cutting plane placement. For TabletAR and ImmersiveAR, a tangible cutting-plane marker could be manipulated to directly place the cutting plane in 3D space with 6-DOF (Fig. 1(d)). Placing a cutting plane is common in many 3D visualizations (e.g. [29, 52]). It is especially useful for the exploration of very dense data, such as volume visualizations of medical scans or fluid flow.

The data consisted of randomly sampled points from a regular 15×15×15 grid (the size of the visualization remained 10×10×10 cm) with a density of 30%. The cluster centroid positions were randomly generated such that each pair was 10 units away from each other. Each cluster had 10 points whose positions are defined by a random Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of 0.5 units. Accuracy was calculated as sum of the distance of each cluster’s geometric center to the cutting plane placed by the participants.

### 4.4 Hypotheses

Null-hypotheses for each task are that there will be no differences in time and error between all three environments. We developed our hypotheses based on our literature survey presented in Sect. 2 and our analysis of the three dimensions of our environments described in Sect. 3.

- **H\text{distance-error}:** For distance, we expect ImmersiveAR to be more precise than the other environments. Stereoscopic vision may give a better impression of spatial distances between the points and does not require rotation to provoke kinetic depth [60].
- **H\text{distance-time}:** For distance, we expect Desktop to be faster than the two other environments (TabletAR, ImmersiveAR). Even though participants may obtain a better first impression about point distance in ImmersiveAR, we expect participants to want to validate their answer by rotating the visualization or moving their head. We believe that rotation will be slower in TabletAR and ImmersiveAR as it requires physically moving the tangible markers or one’s body (ImmersiveAR). Visual delay in correcting for head and marker movement is further expected to slow down ImmersiveAR.
- **H\text{cluster}:** For cluster, we expect Desktop to be faster than the two other environments (TabletAR, ImmersiveAR). The cluster task requires both precise rotation and perception. We expect that mouse rotation on the desktop, due to low physical effort, allows participants to quickly and precisely rotate the visualization into the (three) positions required for this task. Again, we believe physical marker rotation to be slower in both TabletAR and ImmersiveAR. With respect to precision, we assume Desktop to increase precision because it already delivers a 2D-projection of the clusters while ImmersiveAR may prevent participants from perceiving proper 2D-projections from each side due to stereoscopic and perspective distortions.
- **H\text{selection}:** For selection, we expect ImmersiveAR to perform fastest. It allows participants to directly select points in mid-air with 3-DOF without the need for rotation, while 2-DOF selection with a mouse in Desktop and touch on TabletAR would require frequently rotating the visualization in order to properly expose the target points.
- **H\text{cuttingplane}:** For cuttingplane, we expect ImmersiveAR to be both fastest and most precise. This is because of the 6-DOF direct manipulation coupled with stereoscopic perception. Both factors can improve participants’ perception of where the target plane (the plane spanned by the red clusters) and the current cutting plane are located.
in space. We expect TabletAR to perform slower and potentially less precisely than ImmersiveAR due to the missing stereoscopic perception required for proper eye-hand coordination.

**Hypothesis:** We expect participants to become both faster and more precise with increased familiarity over several days in the ImmersiveAR environment. We assume that participants are well trained on the Desktop and that participants will get used to the TabletAR environment relatively quickly compared to ImmersiveAR.

### 4.5 Participants

We recruited 15 participants from the University’s mailing list. 7 participants were undergraduates enrolled in an architecture program or related and were well trained in the usage of 3D CAD software on a traditional desktop. Four students were enrolled in a computer science program and well trained with mouse and keyboard interactions. Eight participants were male, seven were female. Two participants had previous experience with immersive VR technology and another two had previously used the HoloLens for a short time. Because the device is relatively new, our participants were novices with the HoloLens while all of them were well versed using the desktop. We do believe this reflects a typical scenario until wearable AR devices become truly ubiquitous. Yet, we were particularly interested in participants used to 3D visualization as immersive environments would be of special use to such users.

### 4.6 Procedure

We followed a full-factorial within-subject study design and blocked participants by environment. While environments were balanced using a Latin square (3 groups), task order was fixed to distance, cluster, selection, and cuttingplane. We decided on this order to increase perception and interaction complexity with each task. We report performance measures for each task individually.

Each condition (environment × task) started with 3 non-timed training trials followed by 6 timed study trials. Participants were told to be as fast as possible. Tasks were explained by the instructor using text instructions and examples printed on paper. During training, the instructor made sure participants correctly understood the task and could perform the required interactions to solve and finish the task. For each environment (Desktop, TabletAR, ImmersiveAR), the instructor explained the technology and helped participants with setting up.

During each of the 9 trials (including training) we measured task-accuracy and task-completion time from the start of the trial until the trigger event. We tracked positions of the visualization and the camera as well as the relative rotation between them. When participants clicked the trigger button to end a trial, an answering menu was brought up. In Desktop and TabletAR, the answer menu was shown in the center of the screen. In ImmersiveAR, the menu was shown always on the same wall in the study room for all participants, tasks, and trials. Participants were told to first issue the trigger—and hence stop the timer—and then to turn to the menu to specify their answer.

Participants could take breaks between trials whenever the timer was not running. In ImmersiveAR, the instructor reminded participants to take breaks. Breaks could be taken as long as necessary in all conditions. The study was conducted in a quiet and well illuminated room with enough space for participants to freely walk around the hologram if desired. After the study, we asked each participant to fill out a questionnaire, indicating for each environment the participant’s comfort and fatigue, the interaction’s ease-of-use, as well as how each of the display conditions supported or hindered the tasks.

### 4.7 Long-term Training Condition

A random subset of 6 (out of 15) of the study participants was invited for a special condition to study the effects of familiarity/training on ImmersiveAR performance. Participants came back to the lab for 5 consecutive days to only perform the ImmersiveAR condition. Tasks, task order, and task difficulty remained the same. However, we generated new data for each session and for each of the 9 trials using the methods described in Sect. 4.3. On average, participants spent 15-20 minutes.
We were interested in participants’ exploration of different strategies which required rotation of the model and hence added time in with Desktop (9.2s, SD=5s) being the fastest (5/13) placed the visualization hologram at the height of their chest, (13.3%) remained seated during all tasks, while the rest (86.6%) stood. We found significant differences (+) for time, with TabletAR (9.2s, SD=5s) being the fastest (+) while Desktop (6.7s, SD=3s) was fastest and significantly (+) faster than TabletAR (8.6s, SD=4.7s). We thus have to reject $H_{selection}$. We attribute this to the fat-finger problem as people can more accurately pinpoint smaller targets with the mouse. This was crucial in the selection task where some points were partly hidden and which required rotation of the model and hence added time in $\text{TabletAR}$. ImmersiveAR required fewer clicks than Desktop, indicating that in real $\text{TabletAR}$ participants could better judge when a marked cube was hit. While the precision of ImmersiveAR came at the price of speed, we observed that in Desktop participants sometimes interacted too fast and hence missed the respective targets.

Cuttingplane: We found significant differences (+) for this task with respect to time. ImmersiveAR (18.6s, SD=11s) was faster (+) than both Desktop (22.2s, SD=13.4s) and TabletAR (27.7s, SD=17s). For error, we found a trend towards significance ($p = .056$) for Desktop (22.7, SD=14.2) being less precise than ImmersiveAR (21.9, SD=13.8). We can thus accept $H_{cuttingplane}$, but state that generally high precision is possible in all three environments.

5.2 Interaction and Task Strategies

We were interested in participants’ exploration of different strategies and affordances of the visualization environments, especially for ImmersiveAR. We did not force participants into a single strategy, e.g., to remain seated and rotate the marker. For ImmersiveAR, only 2/15 (13.3%) remained seated during all tasks, while the rest (86.6%) stood up after the first training trial and locked holograms in free space (airlock in Fig. 1(a-c-d)). More than half of the participants (8/13) placed the visualization at the height of their head and eyes, while the others (5/13) placed the visualization hologram at the height of their chest, i.e., lower than head height. For cluster, participants reported on the convenience of moving themselves or their head around the air-locked hologram to observe it from all three orthogonal directions. One participant explicitly reported that she placed the visualization so that she faced all orthogonal directions to an equal extent, effectively reducing her time to move around it.

During TabletAR, only 2/15 (13.3%) participants stood up and moved the tablet around the visualization or the marker, while the rest remained seated and instead moved the marker. One observed problem during the TabletAR condition was that the distance between the marker and the screen had to be large, making viewing the tablet screen for some participants hard. The prevalent strategies for Desktop were fast rotation of the visualization (71%), while 35% of the participants also or exclusively rotated slowly.

5.4 Long-Term Training

To understand the effect of training for the ImmersiveAR, we analyzed the four additional sessions for the long-term training group (6 participants). Training was performed once a day, at the same time, for the four days following the participant’s first session with the ImmersiveAR. We analyzed each task, data set, and participant individually as we believed there would be differences between participants. In particular,
some participants were quite fast in their first session and had little room to improve. In our analysis we excluded trials that took longer than 60 and less than 1 seconds. Results for time are shown in Fig. 9.

For time in each training trial (participant × trial × task), we calculated the linear polynomial fit over all sessions 1-5. Slopes were averaged across all trials for the same task and participant, resulting in 6 measures per task. Significance values were calculated between the results of the first session and the 5th (last) session. For time, out of the 24 measures (6 participants × 4 tasks), 22 showed a decrease in task completion time, 9 of which showed a significant decrease ($p < .05$) between their first and their last session. For error, we did not find any significant change in precision for any task.

We can partially accept $H_{training}$, though we think external conditions, such as personal performance and fatigue in the respective sessions may have caused participants to vary in their performance, and 5 sessions may be too few to obtain an effect. We also checked for difficulties that may have been introduced by specific data sets for specific days, but we did not find any evidence of such a variation. Subjective feedback from the training group showed that all participants rated their subjective improvement in time between 8 and 9 on a 9-point Likert scale. For precision, ratings varied between 6 and 8 on the same scale. The highest subjective increase was reported during the selection and cuttingplane tasks, which are the tasks that required the most interaction with markers. Our statistical results confirm this trend (Figure 9-selection). Participants reported a possible source of decrease in task-completion time could be their improved motor-control over time, as they learned to interact and navigate in 3D space. We also found a decrease in time for distance which may suggest that participants got used to perception with the HoloLens. Finally, all participants highly agreed they would further improve with more training.

After the training, we asked each of the 6 training participants again (the monoscopic screen), combined with the effect of kinetic depth [48].

Subjective feedback showed that all participants preferred to stand while performing manipulation tasks: We were surprised to find that the TabletAR environment led to the worst performance on almost all tasks, for both time and error. Our TabletAR actually was supposed to combine the best of two worlds: high DOF tangible interfaces with precise and fast interactions on a 2D touch screen. We believe the problems are due to low proximity between interaction and perception spaces, the mismatch between the two spaces’ dimensionality (3D for interaction, 2D for perception), as well as the resulting visual offset and perspective mismatch between $i$) where the perceived outputs (hands, tools, visualization) appear (away from the hands), and $ii$) where they actually are (at the hands) (Fig. 3, bottom-center). However, the distance between the tablet and hands had to be large such that the pose was comfortable for participants. Subjective feedback largely reflected these conjectures.

**Immersive environments afford engaging body motion:** We observed that almost all participants preferred to stand while performing tasks with the ImmersiveAR and included their bodies into their navigation strategies. While this would be expected to increase fatigue, we did not find fatigue to be a problem during the approximately 40 minutes duration of the ImmersiveAR conditions. Instead, we conjecture that the ability to move can be an engaging experience compared to the otherwise passive sitting for Desktop environments.

**Desktop performed generally well:** The traditional desktop environment overall led to good performance on all tasks. Beyond familiarity, we attribute the good performance to an appropriate match of the 2D interaction space (the mouse on the table) and the 2D perception (the monoscopic screen), combined with the effect of kinetic depth [48].

Another reason might be that the desktop requires minimal effort to perform actions on a desktop. We highlight that our participants were mainly young architecture students, spending much time interacting with CAD software, and may have had early access to 3D video games.

**Performance in immersive environments may depend on individual differences:** Some participants subjectively reported on higher precision when using ImmersiveAR for perception but not for interaction, while others stated the inverse. More than in traditional desktop environments, we believe immersive environments, such as ImmersiveAR, increase personal variability in objective and subjective performance. For instance, they may benefit individuals differently or to varying extents, depending on the individual’s abilities of spatial understanding and hand-eye coordination in general.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (seconds)</td>
<td>Time (seconds)</td>
<td>Time (seconds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st session</td>
<td>5th (last) session</td>
<td>Hololens avg. 1st session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15)</td>
<td>15)</td>
<td>15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6 DISCUSSION**

**6.1 Study Findings**

We set out to find answers to the question “How effective is interactive exploration of 3D visualizations in augmented reality?” The short answer is that direct interaction with 3D holographic visualizations through tangible markers improves time and accuracy for tasks that require coordination between perception and interaction. We found ImmersiveAR to perform better than the other two visualization environments for tasks with high requirements for manipulation (selection (error), cuttingplane (time)). Across all tasks, ImmersiveAR was at least as precise as Desktop, despite the fact that only 2 participants (out of 15) had ever used the HoloLens before, and despite the quite new perception experience of the HoloLens provides. TabletAR led to the most errors in our study. Below, we report on finer grained findings from our study.
6.2 Limitations and Generalization

We explicitly limited our study to three visualization environments. We intentionally did not control for all factors by which they differ but focused on visual perception, interaction, and proximity. Here we discuss limitations with respect to technology, study design, visualizations, and participants as well as the generalizability of our results.

Technology Our findings are representative of the respective combinations of devices detailed in Table 1. Devices such as HoloLens or the choice of the marker-tracking framework (Vuforia) are individual choices meant to represent their respective class of devices and technology. They also represent the current state of the art of technology (early 2017) and may have imposed technical limitations to participants’ performance with respect to future devices. For example, while holograms in ImmersiveAR were anchored in space extremely stably, we found marker tracking sometimes lagging and the HoloLens clicker did not always respond correctly to input. We found that speed, pressure, and position in which the clicker was triggered seemed to influence the success of a signal. However, correct reproduction of these parameters was not always possible. For the selection and cuttingplane tasks, very slow corrections in marker positions, crucial for pointing and positioning, were often not tracked. Further variability for TabletAR and ImmersiveAR performance might be the effect of reflections and shadows on the markers as reported elsewhere [36, 38].

In ImmersiveAR, participants initially complained about the small field-of-view but also reported that they got used to it during the study. Moreover, the HoloLens has been optimized for a viewing distance of between 1-2 meters. Testing holograms at arm-range, thus a distance significantly less than what the device was optimized for, may have negatively influenced user performance. However, interaction requires proximity and reachability, so being an inherent trade-off with HoloLens and similar head-mounted technology. Requiring participants to sit, thus restricting them from extensively moving around, may result in slightly different results with possibly shorter times for task completions. Touching the tablet during selection sometimes moved the tablet and thus prevented participants from correctly hitting the targeted point. During cuttingplane, participants sometimes had to switch between dominant and non-dominant hands in order to not hide the marker to which the visualization was attached, causing some discomfort. Additionally, though we planned to video-record participants’ view port and manipulations through the HoloLens, streaming video data took too much of the HoloLens’ performance, and effectively would have biased participants’ performance records.

Our results are timely in addressing the questions of how usable technology has gotten and what remains to be done—given the renewed interest in AR and immersive technology [6, 7, 14]. Our results, while highlighting the potential of this new technology, point to critical limitations of current technology for visualization: slightly lagging markers, the missing precision to track slight corrections in marker position and orientation, a limited field-of-view, and a reduced view quality when approaching a hologram for detailed inspection. These weaknesses remain to be addressed in future technological iterations in order to make immersive AR more competitive for the cases that we have tested. On the other hand, we found certain technological factors of the HoloLens—resolution, stability, and complex marker pictures—to have less impact on task performance and subjective ratings of users. As we expect technology to improve over the coming years, we believe immersive AR can become a stronger competitor to traditional desktop environments for exploring 3D visualizations. Future studies may repeat our study with updated devices.

Participants Our study involved two types of preconditions in participants: i) familiarity in working with 3D content, and ii) familiarity with specific devices and visualization environments. Half of our participants were well versed in 3D graphics and manipulation as used in CAD systems and almost all participants had early experience with 3D video games. While we considered the first criteria representative for the targeted audience of 3D visualization, general familiarity with a state-of-the-art technique (Desktop) poses a common problem in evaluating novel techniques (ImmersiveAR) in visualization and HCI research. Familiarity with Desktop may have a positive effect on the respective results. In fact, there is always a cost in switching from a mastered technique to a novel technique as users have to master the new technology, which may take time. Our results indicate that even without training, results for Desktop and ImmersiveAR are comparable and that performance for ImmersiveAR can increase with training. We believe that comparing entirely untrained users on each condition does not help in assessing true performance in a real-world setup either. We encourage future studies assessing the effect of trained participants in immersive environments.

Visualization and Tasks Other 3D visualizations may feature different visual structures such as curves, complex shapes, and complete cubes [8], which we were not able to include in our study. These features may imply additional tasks such as finding the most straight or curved line, comparing shapes and shape volumes, and finding elements hidden within complete cubes. A structured overview of visualizations, visual structures, and tasks related to 3D visualization is yet missing, apart from perhaps the very high-level description in Bach et al. [8]. However, we consider our tasks—assessing distance, selecting elements, perceiving projections, placing cutting planes—generic and applicable to other visualizations in similar or slightly adapted form. That means our results are generalizable to other visualizations to a certain degree. Our study is meant as a first assessment and future studies may test for more specific conditions.

6.3 Bridging Visualization Environments

We believe different visualization environments, described here as combinations of input and output technologies and devices, can be seen as complementary, depending on the task; in the words of Bill Buxton: “Everything is best for something and worst for something else” [14]. Because visual exploration involves many different perceptual and interaction tasks it may be beneficial to mix and switch environments on the fly. We think immersive augmented reality is a promising technology but do not advocate it as a complete replacement of existing environments. Rather, we encourage bridging different visualization environments and allowing users to seamlessly switch between them. Moreover, while we have been focusing on each environment individually, it will be interesting to investigate combinations of augmented reality with touch-tables, physical visualizations, large walls, and desktop computers for visualization. For example, we can imagine HoloLens and paper markers being used for complex spatial interaction tasks such as placing cutting planes, brushing in 3D, or rotating a visualization. On the other side, pointing tasks, annotation, and setting visualization or filter parameters may be best supported by a desktop environment. Being able to bridge and integrate several environments is certainly a strength of augmented vs. virtual reality.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a study comparing three visualization environments for interactive exploration tasks in 3D visualization. Our results suggest that each environment has specific strengths. More detailed investigations of individual factors will help in assessing their impact on user task performance. Our classification scheme can help in designing relevant future studies. For example, one could investigate the potential benefits of the HoloLens display combined with interactions on a multi-touch device or desktop environment. Another area of future work is an investigation of how to create easy-to-handle marker-based interaction tools to perform specific tasks for visualizations [8]. These tools could support, e.g., selecting orthogonal cutting planes, selecting arbitrary shapes, duplicating content, filtering, or annotations. We also believe that more powerful interaction and display capabilities will ultimately lead to novel or improved visualization designs and applications, integrating visualizations into the real-world to foster data literacy and collaboration [19].
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